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Congratulations to Tim Scott for his success in an
international comp (see Members’ achievements).
This month we are introduced to this year’s
tuggies and there is praise for Jim’s XC coaching
– plus advice on field landing if it doesn’t quite go
to plan. Booker has also featured in a TV
programme which is really worth catching if you
can. One adventurous member has been
socialising with a French club and has sent some
great pics. And in the FOR SALE section there is
an opportunity to acquire a vario, a logger and a
nice glider. All this and more…
Jane

From the Chairman
I hope I am not tempting fate to say that Spring has sprung and
that May and early June have often given us some of the best
soaring conditions in the year. A very good way for all cross
country pilots to kick off the season is with a field selection flight in
the motor glider. And on that subject, early in the year crops are
only just coming through and selecting landable fields is relatively
easy. From mid-June to mid-August crops will be standing taller in
the fields but while they are best avoided, remember, a wellplanned approach and landing on a soft crop (not peas or rape) is
preferable to a failed attempt to reach a harrowed field or a
pasture. With all field landings the first key to safety is to make the
landing decision in plenty of time.
If you are just starting XC flying here's a useful thing you can do to check your field selection
ability. If, as inevitably you will, you find yourself a bit low and picking a field, but then get
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away, try to remember where it was so that on the next wet day you can drive out there and
check the field on the ground. Was it big enough? Did you see the slope? What about the
surface? Did you spot any obstructions?
Shortly after our Klippeneck expedition (14th-28th May) we'll be getting ready for the 2016
Booker Red Kite Regionals. There's a 'club clean-up day' in the diary for the weekend of the
25/26th June. Look out for details to be posted in the clubhouse. We have an excellent entry
this year and a much up-rated system for communicating with competitors. The club doesn't
insist on competitors bringing crews to the comp, so any members who are not either in the
comp or officiating would be welcome to come and help with retrieves. The comp runs from
2nd to 10th July and there will be a barbecue party on Saturday 9th July.
An innovation in the clubhouse is the new e-notice system, thanks to generous hardware
donations from Jon Sugden and Jim White. You may have seen the screen that has
replaced the pin board (which has been relocated). Bob Smith, Henry Ross and Pete Wyld
have done a great job to put task, Rasp, WX, and Notam information on real time display
making individual task planning much easier. It will be a great help for Regionals competitors
but it will also be running throughout the year with key daily information such as: duty Full
Cat instructor, special events and comments on fleet serviceabilty. The next development is
hopefully to display e-notice on the launchpoint bus.
I'm happy to report that Mervyn the Mower is awaiting a final engine tune up and will, we
hope, soon be keeping the trailer park tidy. Unfortunately the project to repair potholes in the
peri-track ran into an administrative problem but we hope that the matter will be resolved
before the next monsoon.
Particular thanks go to all our instructors and staff who are maintaining an excellent launch
rate at every opportunity. I'll sign off with the news that we have set up a new club email
address: chairman@bookergliding.co.uk. If you have any comments or suggestions
concerning the club, please email them to that address. I will either respond myself, pass it
on to someone who can help or bring the matter to the attention of the committee.
In the meantime, remember the best way to support the club is to come and fly!
See you up there.
William

From the CFI
As I write the last minute preparations for Klippeneck are being
put in place and everyone is getting very excited! The current
weather forecast looks excellent for high cloud bases and long
distance flights, for those that are going, you're in for a treat!
Closer to home the launch point has been a hive of activity with
the improved spring weather, and we have also had a successful
excursion to Thame to allow an event to take place at Booker. We
will also be operating at Thame (weather permitting) on Saturday
14th May and Friday 20th May.
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On our return from Klippeneck we have the Regionals to look forward to, starting on 2nd July.
The organising group has been working extremely hard to ensure that the comp runs
smoothly, some of this work is already visible in the form of the e-Notice now installed and
running in the clubhouse which gives daily weather, operational and task information. I
sincerely hope that you will all come along to support the competition. There's still a few
spaces left so if you haven't yet registered please do so!
On 9th July there is the end of competition party which will include a BBQ and music. Tickets
will go on sale in the office shortly.
I must now get back to Klippeneck business and for those who are coming, I'll see you under
a 750km sky on day one!
Richard

Members’ achievements
Tim Scott – 2nd place in the 15m class of the International Hahnweide Comp
(see: http://tinyurl.com/zdchzon)

2016 Seasonal Tug Pilots
It must be a new season as we have our latest intake of
‘seasonal tug pilots’. We are joined by Sam Schoneveld
and Sean Revez who are both keen to launch you
whatever your flight objectives are, be they training, a
badge flight, aerobatics or cross country. Many of you will
have already met them but if not please take the time to
say hello.
By way of background, Sam has come over from Australia
where he has already amassed a few years gliding
experience and some very impressive cross country flights.
Over last winter he was part of the team helping with the
running of the Junior Worlds and met many of the UK team
whilst he was there. Sean is a little more local and many of
you will already have met him around the launch point.
Sean learnt to fly at Booker but has now discovered the
delights of gliding. Both Sam and Sean are aspiring
commercial pilots and are looking to build their experience
further before embarking on their specific commercial
training. Given Booker’s track record of tuggies moving into
full time commercial flying and their commitment they
should do well.
Whilst talking about the 2016 Seasonal Tug Pilots it would
be very remiss of me not to thank the stalwart team of club
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members who have kept the towing activities going over last winter. The team of volunteers
give up their time in some of the coldest wettest weather (often without flying) as well as
retrieving the gliders and any other little tasks the CFI finds for them. I am sure you will join
me in thanking them for this.
Doug Hilton

Field landing advice
Now that spring is here and thoughts turn to cross country flying, it might be an idea to
refresh your ideas about landing out. The motor glider is of course available – and invaluable
– for practising field selection, circuit planning and approach. This can usefully be
supplemented with the BGA’s safety briefing on field landings, available here:
http://tinyurl.com/zfg5lyh

Cross Country and Competition Coaching with Jim
As someone who is relatively new to gliding but with an
ambition to try to venture beyond the comfortable confines of
the local area, I couldn't help but get excited when I read Jim
White’s article in last month’s newsletter in which he offered
the opportunity to join him for some cross country and
competition coaching. It's baby steps for me so I thought that I
would start by asking Jim if he could help me with my
thermalling and centring technique, as I’ve struggled to
develop it with any consistency on my own.
Arrangements were made but alas the weather on the day we
had arranged defeated us, however, by chance the following
day was forecast to be 'booming' and as Jim had already
planned to fly a 300K, he very kindly offered me the chance to
fly the task with him in the Duo. How could I possibly refuse!

Paul and his other coach,
Snoopy, at Talgarth

The next day was indeed ‘booming’ and we set off on the task
just before midday with Jim in the back, and me in the front trying to turn on my new Oudie
and load the correct turning points! I have read a few articles and I’m currently reading a
book on X-country flying; while they all attempt to give the reader an insight into the tactics
and decision making required in order to be successful on the day, nothing can replace the
immense amount learning that can take place just by watching and listening to someone with
Jim’s experience and expertise. As a complete novice it was always going to be a bit like
drinking from a fire hose on occasions, and I wish I had been able to appreciate some of the
more subtle nuances of Jim’s planning and decision-making, however, I can honestly say
that I learnt an enormous amount thanks to Jim’s patient and supportive approach and not
only has my thermalling improved, there is now hopefully less chance of me ending up in a
field when for the first time I do eventually venture, ‘beyond gliding distance”.
So with the soaring season nearly upon us, and thoughts of 300K+ stirring, why not improve
your chances of success and give Jim a call? What have you got to lose?
Paul Field
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All the fun of the fair
We have once again been invited to take part in the Booker Show to be held on Saturday
18th June on Booker Common, which is just over the M40 on the approach to the 24 hard
runway. This is a great opportunity to present the club as a good neighbour and an asset to
the local community. It is also good fun – last time we went, there was a very good blues
band playing. We will take a glider (Junior?) and our usual publicity materials. The show runs
from 12 noon to 5pm so no early start required – 10am should be early enough to set up
shop.
If you would like to help in any way, with the set up (4 people needed to rig the Junior) or
with being the ‘face’ of Booker for part or all of the afternoon, please let me know.
Jane Moore

Booker on television
Earlier this year we hosted a film crew making an episode for an ITV series called 'What
would be your miracle?' Each episode follows the story of two people who have
operations with potentially life changing effects. The first episode went out on Thursday
28th April at 9pm on ITV.
Booker featured in the second episode, shown on ITV at 9pm on Thursday 5th May,
which follows the story of former Marine Mac MacGregor. Since suffering a fit 3 years
ago, Mac's body shakes uncontrollably to the extent that he cannot even pick up a cup
and drink from it. He was offered the chance of a complex operation to enable the
tremor to be controlled. When asked what his miracle would be, he replied 'to glide like
the birds', so after the surgery he came along to Booker and did exactly that, and was
thrilled with the experience.
If you missed the broadcasts, the programmes are still available on ITV Hub.

Vintage French adventure
DEDALE Planeurs Anciens is the French vintage glider club
which holds an annual expedition, first week of May, at various
locations in France. Last year I attended their meeting in
Romorantin. This year’s meeting is in Troyes, east of Paris. I
do not have time to write a documentary as there is too much
happening by way of flying and eating with the odd opportunity
to sample the local alcohol.
Dedale has a membership of 95. Britain is represented by me,
only! Sunday evening consisted of Meloko where all
attendants are required to bring some food of their region.
Chiltern brewery was represented and their beers went down
very well. The atmosphere is superb and I would encourage
anyone to visit another club, not necessarily abroad, just for
the experience. As the only Brit here, I can confirm that the
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hospitality has been second to none with no real requirement to speak French. The people
who can speak English are happy to practise on you.
Anyway, pictures can tell a story better than me…………

Part of the grid

Perfect!
A sky to dream for with regular 6-8 knot
thermals. Not as warm as it looks though.

Hangar packing

Post flight discussion

I am already thinking of next year’s meeting!
Rob Kehr

Don’t leave your EASA licence application too late
The EASA licence conversion period has been extended to 8th April 2018. From this date,
pilots of EASA aircraft not under the supervision of an instructor will need to hold an EASA
pilot licence.
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The BGA-facilitated licence conversion process in support of glider pilots remains live and
active with over 1000 licence conversions completed so far. Information on how to go about
it is available at http://tinyurl.com/he8gsse.
The BGA office is planning to have resources in place to deal with a high volume of
applications if there is a mad rush leading up to 8th April 2018.
However, the CAA has recently advised the BGA that they do not expect to have similar
resources in the run up to April 2018. It would therefore be a good idea not to leave your
EASA licence application to the last minute.

Former Booker member and Attenborough
Charles Lagus, who was a Booker member in the 60s and 70s and now lives in Mauritius,
was David Attenborough’s cameraman for the filming of Zoo Quest, which launched
Attenborough’s career as a wildlife presenter. First broadcast in December 1954, Zoo Quest
was one of the most popular television series of its time. It completely changed how viewers
saw the world, revealing wildlife and tribal communities that had never been seen or filmed
before.
As part of a week of programming to celebrate David Attenborough’s 90th birthday, Zoo
Quest is to be re-broadcast. The original transmission appeared in black and white as colour
television was not available in the UK in 1954, but it was in fact filmed in colour. The BBC
publicity says:
“Using this extraordinary new-found colour 16mm film, together with new behind-the-scenes
stories from David Attenborough and cameraman Charles Lagus, this 90-minute special
showcases the very best of Zoo Quest To West Africa, Zoo Quest To Guiana and Zoo Quest
For A Dragon in stunning HD colour for the very first time!
David Attenborough says in the programme: ‘I was astonished when someone said we’ve
got nearly all the film of the first three expeditions you did in colour. I said it’s impossible - we
shot in black and white.’
Charles Lagus says in the programme: ‘I was absolutely staggered at the quality. At its best
it's as good as any colour you see now… quite staggering for the period that it was filmed
in.’”
Zoo Quest In Colour – BBC Four –11th May
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ITEMS FOR SALE

LX Navigation LX160 Vario / Flight Computer

The LX160 Vario / Flight Computer s/no 02502 is an excellent electric vario with
• Flight computer giving all the usual data inc:
Arrival Height / Height Required, Climb / Sink Rate, 20 second Average, Netto, etc
• Electronic or Pneumatic TE Compensation
• 57mm LCD Sunlight Readable Screen
• 57mm Control Unit for setting Volume, MacCready, Ballast, Bugs, and Filters in flight
and all vario settings in setup mode.
• All necessary cables and new Eagle speaker
Requires a 4800 BAUD NMEA feed for automatic glide slope calculations. Will pass this and
setting data to an Oudie or LX8000 unit.
Suitable for club and competition aircraft. £295 ono.
Contact Jim White through the club.
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LX Navigation Colibri 4.2 IGC Logger

The Colibri IGC Logger s/no C4H is an excellent logger for competitions and badges
• Declare task using keyboard or PC (easy from See You)
• Displays logged altitude on screen in flight
• Beeps when in sector for confirmation of control
• Calibration chart March 2010 included
• All necessary cables but needs a GPS aerial (until I take my seat out!)
Will output NMEA data for flight computers such as Oudie, LX8000, and LX160
Suitable for club and competition aircraft. £120 ono.
Contact Jim White through the club.

ASW15b G-CHEJ and trailer
This delightfully responsive forgiving machine
with powerful airbrakes is based at Booker. Ideal
first glider for a solo pilot.

Date of manufacture: 1975
Total hours 2982, launches 1778
Tow out gear and tail lifter
Instrumentation includes radio and flight
recorder
• Annual inspection and ARC renewed 29 April
2015.
•
•
•
•
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HEJ has given me a great deal of pleasure and taken care of me over the years. I would
like to see it go to a good home.
Any reasonable offer considered.
Adrian Webb
01737 244385 / 07989 623504
webb487@btinternet.com

Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to:

bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your name and membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com
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